Dear Dr. Allen,

I am delighted with the specimens you send. One of the
two of Lycimadia
I have laid aside
for Dr. Hooker. Kind
the 7 I together. I
think can aid
you somewhat in
the matter of indi-
specimens of medi-
cinal plants — if it
be — as I suppose.
Precious you want, yet it is hard to get many Daniel Harrington y Lincoln is. I suppose the only person who has any good collection of musical plants as such. But, if you will give me a list of the most important, written all on one side of a sheet of paper. I will put time to turn on these up, be able to get some for you. Of course such as Silver - Precious to show cannot be made. You must depend on your pl. and live your circumstances are now to be had, at Washington. Do you know what a put you have made in Silver